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DIGITAL REVOLUTION



DISRUPTION



music industry 
newspapers 

politics 
etc.



some of us study what happens to others



but the digital revolution  
forces us to reconsider  

also the roots and mission  
of our own profession



What is the role of University in society?



What does it mean to be a professor?



What does it mean to be a student?



What is teaching?



questions that we ought to ponder 
(before someone else answers for us)



once we have a clear understanding  
of where we want to go,  
then digital technology  

may come in, as a faithful servant  
at the service of our educational mission



THE CORE OF EDUCATION





#1



“The mind is not a vessel that needs 
filling, but wood that needs igniting.” 

(Plutarch)



#2



the ignition happens mostly because 
of interpersonal relationships



student-professor 



student-professor 
student-student 



student-professor 
student-student 
student-librarian



WHAT ABOUT  
“EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL”?



University was born based  
on “educational material”



    University of Al-Karaouine (Morocco) 
Al-Azhar University (Egypt) 
University of Bologna (Italy) 

etc.



THE BOOK







But why not just studying on books? 



But why not just studying on books? 
Why professors? 



But why not just studying on books? 
Why professors? 
Why University?



Why not just “educational material”?



Why not just YouTube videos? 
Or MOOCs? 

Or slides with voiceover? 
etc.



an interesting answer 
comes from the Italian Renaissance













an often forgotten fact: 
the lecture is (also) a performance



Yet, “educational material”  
obviously matters,  

now as then



books and libraries 
at the heart of universities



DIGITAL REVOLUTION



OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES



multiplication of channels 
multiplication of formats 

worldwide reach



No, it is not about replacing  
teachers with screens



“Real teachers for rich people,  
screens for poor people”



Yes, it is about sharing 
among teachers



Yes, it is about providing  
multiple sources to students



Yes, it is about reaching 
new kinds of students



Yes, it is about letting people  
(colleagues, future students,  

companies, citizens, etc.) know 
more about your teaching



wonderful ways to promote 
collaboration



however, sharing,  
if properly done,  

takes effort



need for substantial support



OER must not be 
yet another task for teachers 
with no increase in resources



CONCLUSIONS



the digital revolution may help  
to enrich and expand the possibilities 

of education



preserving and enhancing 
in all possible ways  

the core of education: 



HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS



THANK YOU


